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Études-Tableaux, Op. 33
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(23:35)

1. Allegro non troppo in F minor
2. Allegro in C major
3. Grave in C minor
5. Moderato in D minor
6. Non allegro – Presto in E flat minor
7. Allegro con fuoco in E flat major
8. Moderato in G minor
9. Grave – Poco meno mosso in C sharp minor
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3:18
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3:32
2:45

Études-Tableaux Op. 39

(39:57)

1. Allegro agitato in C minor
3:22
2. Lento assai in A minor
7:30
3. Allegro molto in F sharp minor
3:16
4. Allegro assai in B minor
3:53
5. Appassionato in E flat minor
5:12
6. Allegro – Poco meno mosso – Presto in A minor 2:46
7. Lento in C minor
6:39
8. Allegro moderato – Tempo più vivo in D minor 3:27
9. Allegro moderato. Tempo di marcia in D major 3:52
		
Total duration: 63:52
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R ACHMANINOV ÉTUDES-TABLE AUX OPP 33 & 39
It is only perhaps since the celebrations marking the centenary, in 1973, of his birth, that
a fuller appreciation of the legacy of Sergei Rachmaninov has entered the consciousness
of the wider musical public. Although Rachmaninov is often regarded as essentially a
Romantic composer, a detailed study of his entire output reveals him to have been a
far more complex artist than such a superficial description may suggest. The emotional
range of his expression was quite remarkably wide, and his objectivity – the antithesis of
subjective Romanticism – marks him out as an exceptional composer, perhaps more so for
one of his generation and ethnicity.
As the product of a late 19th-century Russian composer, Rachmaninov’s music exhibits
some curious features: he had nothing to do with the nationalist movement, although
he was not unsympathetic to its aims, and he became – quite early on – a world-famous
composer whose influence was almost negligible. In addition, although he also became
one of the most popular composers of all time, the majority of his work remained
unknown for decades after his death. Consequently, his art was – and, in some quarters,
still is – misunderstood. Rachmaninov himself left a clue to his true artistic character, in
one of the few interviews he gave, late in life, for The Étude in 1941, when he said:

composition was in some ways diametrically opposed to Rachmaninov’s restrained and
profoundly civilised art. He knew – instinctively, perhaps – that he was not, at heart,
a Romantic composer, as were his great pianist-composer predecessors Schumann
and Liszt, yet he did not remain entirely aloof from the movement, and although it is
tempting to view his two sets of Études-tableaux as forming the epitome of Rachmaninov’s
Romanticism in terms of his solo piano music, he was reluctant to ascribe extra-musical
programmes to them. Such reticence is foreign to the echt-Romantic artist, and which in
Rachmaninov’s case amounts virtually to an anti-Romantic stance.
None the less, the use of the world ‘tableaux’ is somewhat misleading in the present
context, and although we do know that Rachmaninov later claimed to have been inspired
by extra-musical subjects in some of the pieces, he said: ‘I do not believe in the artist
disclosing too much of his images. Let them paint for themselves what it most suggests.’
We may get some idea of what may have been in the composer’s mind at the time of
writing these works from the programmes he supplied to the Italian composer Ottorino
Respighi , who orchestrated five of the Études-tableaux for Serge Koussevitsky and the
Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1930 (originally entitled, in English, Five Picture Studies,
and undertaken for the 50th anniversary season of the orchestra the following year). Yet
the programmatic elements he gave Respighi seem contrived and full of post hoc reasoning,
without appearing to be wholly inappropriate.

In my own compositions, no conscious effort has been made to be original, a
Romantic, or Nationalisitic, or anything else. I write down on paper the music I hear
within me, as naturally as possible. I am a Russian composer, and the land of my
birth has influenced my temperament and outlook. My music is the product of my
temperament, and so it is Russian music; I have never consciously attempted to write
Russian music, or any other kind of music

Rachmaninov’s ‘tableaux’ are not, therefore, pictures in the Mussorgskian sense: rather
they are successors to Chopin’s Ballades in that they permit poetic interpretation whilst
at the same time arising entirely from musical (and occasionally technical) ideas. The
‘character’ therefore of each piece is dictated by the material and it is the ‘character’ which
forms the ‘tableau’.

Romanticism in music essentially centres upon extra-musical expression, a movement
which reached its zenith towards the end of the 19th-century. Such an approach to

Rachmaninov’s first set, of eight Études-tableaux, Opus 33, followed almost immediately
upon the thirteen Préludes of Opus 32 (which completed his ‘set’ of 24 Préludes,
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including the single – and most famous – Opus 3 no 2, and the ten of Opus 23). These
eight Études-tableaux (and the thirteen Préludes) follow a succession of masterpieces
each composed on a much larger scale: two operas, the First Piano Sonata, Second
Symphony, the symphonic poem The Isle of the Dead, Third Piano Concerto, and the
Liturgy of St John Chrysostom. After this exclusive concentration upon big works during
virtually the whole of the previous ten years, Rachmaninov doubtless felt the need to
express his compositional mastery and newly-developed artistic strength in individual
pieces on a much smaller scale. He found the task exceptionally difficult, as it ‘presented
many more problems than a symphony or a concerto...after all, to say what you have to
say, and to say it briefly, lucidly, and without circumlocution is still the most difficult
problem facing the creative artist.’
Originally, Rachmaninov composed nine Études-tableaux in 1911, but the set was not
published until 1914, when three were removed – the original No 3 in C minor, No 4
in A minor, and No 5 in D minor. Of these, No 4 was revised in 1916 and incorporated
(as No 6) into the second set, Opus 39, which was otherwise written between September
1916 and February 1917. The original Third and Fifth from the first set remained in
manuscript and were found after Rachmaninov’s death, being ultimately published in
1948 when they were reinstated as parts of his Opus 33. As a consequence, the form
in which we hear the first set of Études-tableaux today is one which was unknown
to the composer, and countermands his wishes. Whilst it is generally conceded that
Rachmaninov’s first thoughts are almost invariably preferable with regard to those
works he later permitted to be cut (Second Symphony, The Isle of the Dead, Third Piano
Concerto – interestingly, consecutive works) his Opus 33 presents an almost insoluble
problem: do we restore the C minor and D minor to their original places, or do we play
the set in its first published form? As the question did not arise during Rachmaninov’s
lifetime, we have no direct evidence one way or the other, of course; but there is a
curious connection between the two previously unpublished Études-tableaux – they
each use material from other works.
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In April 1914, Rachmaninov revealed that he was working on a new piano concerto (which
was to become his Fourth). It was most uncharacteristic of him to announce work in
progress. The Great War interrupted the composition of the Concerto, which did not appear
– in its first version – until 1926. The opening of the Concerto, and a subsidiary theme in the
slow movement of the same work, were both –as Geoffrey Norris has pointed out – taken
from the discarded C minor Étude. The D minor Étude is based upon music taken from the
first movement of the First Piano Sonata (1907). At the suggestion of Konstantin Ignumov
(who gave the first performance of the Sonata – uniquely, in the composer’s output, this
was the only time a piano work of Rachmaninov was premiered by someone other than the
composer; nor was Rachmaninov present on that occasion), Rachmaninov removed fifty
bars from the first movement prior to publication: it must have been that Rachmaninov
fashioned this Étude from the fifty bars he cut from the Sonata’s first movement. It is
therefore likely that the two unpublished Études-tableaux, using material in hand for other
works, were withdrawn by the composer for this very reason. A further point is that the six
as originally published give the impression of a Schumannesque organic unity, not unlike
the procedures in Schumann’s Études symphoniques: there are melodic-cellular connections
between the six which the C minor and D minor Études do not share.
It is certainly possible to discern a more elliptical, laconic manner in Rachmaninov’s
post-1917 (i.e., post-Bolshevik Revolution) works, and this change of emphasis is already
apparent in the two sets of Études-tableaux. As we have noted, Rachmaninov admitted that
such brevity presented him with considerable compositional problems, but – apart from
their brevity – these pieces are virtuosic in the extreme. They make considerable demands
in terms of unusual hand positions on the keyboard, requiring immense physical strength
and energy from the player and, combined with the impacted character of each piece and
often wide leaps for the fingers, such features place these works outside the scope of any
but the most formidable virtuoso technique. It can be said that Rachmaninov’s Étudestableaux mark the virtual end of the 19th-century tradition of virtuoso writings of the
great composer-pianists.
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In addition to those qualities, unique in Rachmaninov’s music at that time, we must
mention their unusual harmonic language, already foreshadowed in parts of the Third
Concerto: modal harmonies and melodic characteristics can be found frequently in the
Études, together with the oft-times absence of the third in both major and minor modes,
alongside the flattened seventh and Rachmaninov’s recourse to thick chordal clusters in
both contrary and parallel motion. These features account for the less-obviously ‘Russian’
nature of the music, placing the composer perhaps more in the central and east-European
tradition. The Études-tableaux were the last works of consequence Rachmaninov
composed in Russia.
Detailed comment on each of the 17 pieces is unnecessary, but note particularly the modal
aspect of the melody in Opus 33 No 1, and how the quiet ending of this piece is echoed
in the opening bars of No 2, being a variation upon it – and note also how this is carried
through the remainder of the set – with the final C sharp minor being virtually a parodia
of the most famous of Rachmaninov’s Préludes.
The Opus 39 set can also be perceived as a hidden set of variations, on the composer’s
idée-fixe, the plainchant Dies Irae, parts of the chant being quoted directly in each of the
nine studies, most obviously in the first five. The Dies Irae is quoted in The Isle of the Dead,
inspired by Böcklin’s painting of 1880, and Rachmaninov later claimed that two further
Böcklin paintings, The Waves and Morning, were the inspiration which led respectively to
the composition of the first and eighth Études.
One last point on the entire collection is the remarkably vivid rhythmic life of the music:
at times it is virile and commanding, at others subtle and understated – a further aspect
of Rachmaninov’s compositional skill which helps ensure the immortality of his music.
© 2014 Robert Matthew-Walker
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Martin Cousin is now regarded as one of the most exceptional pianists of his
generation, having been awarded 1st prize at the 2005 Ettore Pozzoli International Piano
Competition (Seregno, Italy) and Gold Medal at the 2003 Royal Over-Seas League Music
Competition (London).
Martin has appeared regularly in the major British musical venues since graduating from
the Royal College of Music, making his London solo début at the Purcell Room in 1998.
Numerous solo recitals followed, most notably at the Wigmore Hall in 2001, 2005, and
2011 and he has appeared as concerto soloist with the London Philharmonic, Hallé, Royal
Philharmonic, Philharmonia and BBC Concert Orchestras. Performances further afield
have included tours of New Zealand, Italy, the US and concerts in Stockholm, Brussels,
Toronto, Berne and The Hague.
2006 saw the release of his début CD, Rachmaninov’s Sonata No.1 and Morceaux de Salon
with SOMM Recordings, which was selected as Classical CD of the week by the Daily
Telegraph.The US magazine Fanfare added, “This is the performance of the 1st Sonata that
I have always heard in my head but never thought I’d actually get to hear with my ears.
This guy’s the Real Deal!” His second CD for SOMM, featuring Glazunov’s piano sonatas,
was released in 2010 to great acclaim, with Gramophone stating that the new release is ‘in
every way, an impressive disc.’
Highlights of the last two busy seasons have included Rachmaninov’s 2nd Concerto with
the Philharmonia at Barbican Hall and Royal Festival Hall, Grieg’s Concerto at Symphony
Hall, Mozart’s Concerto K488 at Royal Festival Hall and a solo recital at Wigmore Hall.
Chamber music has recently taken him to Prague, Tokyo, Indonesia, Thailand, Zimbabwe
and Barbados and he is a founder member of the Aquinas Piano Trio.
Martin would like to thank Myriam Boonen and Bob and Elisabeth Boas
for their generous support.
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